EU CAP Network Conference
‘EIP-AGRI Operational Groups: Innovation in practice’

Questions from the application form

Fields marked with * are mandatory.

The questions below are added in the application form to the EU CAP Network Conference ‘EIP-AGRI Operational Groups: Innovation in practice’. You can use this document to already prepare your answers and discuss them in your project, before submitting your application in the online application form.

Are you representing an Operational Group project?

© Yes © No

GENERAL INFORMATION

Identification of the applicant(s)

Two participants per Operational Group project (OG) can apply for the conference, as long as one of the applicants is a farmer or a forester. Otherwise only one participant per Operational Group project will be considered.
Candidate one:

1. Mr/Ms/Mx
2. First name
3. Family name
4. Country
5. Email address
6. Phone number (Your number will not be shared or published. It will only be used for internal purposes in case we would need to reach you.)

7. Please indicate your main professional activity
   And indicate how much of your working time your spend on this activity (in percentage)
   Max. 2 choices
   - Farmer/farm manager or farm worker
   - Forester/forest manager or forest worker
   - Rural entrepreneur (other than farmer or forester)
   - Advisor on technical, economic, environmental and/or social dimensions for farmers/foresters (Private or Public)
   - Innovation support agent and/ or innovation broker
   - Researcher
   - Civil servant
   - IT expert and/or technology developer
   - Press media collaborator
   - Other type of profession (please specify)

8. Do you represent an organisation?
   8.1. If yes, please indicate the name of your organisation
   8.2. What type of organisation?

   - Farmers' organisation / association
   - Foresters' organisation / association
   - Advisory organisation (on technical, economic, environmental and/or social dimensions for farmers/foresters) (Public or Private)
   - Innovation Support Service
   - Research organisation (Public or Private)
   - Local Action Group (LEADER LAG)
   - Other type of organisation (please specify)
Other type of organisation:
- Climate/ environment/ nature organisation or agency
- Educational or continued professional development organisation (including vocational training)
- IT and/or technology related organisation / company
- Industry-related organisation/company
- Consumer organisation
- Other type of organisation

8.3. Country (main offices/ headquarters)

8.4. Organisation website

Candidate two: [Only for Operational Group projects, and if the second applicant is a farmer or forester]

1. Mr/Ms/Mx
2. First name
3. Family name
4. Country
5. Email address
6. Phone number (Your number will not be shared or published. It will only be used for internal purposes in case we would need to reach you.)

7. Please indicate your main professional activity
   And indicate how much of your working time your spend on this activity (in percentage)
   Max. 2 choices
   - Farmer/farm manager or farm worker
   - Forester/forest manager or forest worker

Identification of the Operational Group project

This section is only for applicants who are representing an Operational Group:

When completing your application to the conference, you are applying on behalf of one single Operational Group project (OG). If you are involved in more than one OG, you can fill in more than one application form.

1. What is the full title of your Operational Group project (OG) in English?
2. In which country is your project located?

3. What are the start and end dates of your OG?

4. Please provide the link to any webpage(s) with information about your OG, and links to other social media channels featuring your project.

**Participation in the conference**

Section below (Q 1-5) is only for applicants who are representing an Operational Group:

Please consider the conference draft agenda (available on the event webpage) in answering the following questions. Please be as concrete as possible.

1. Please provide a description of the OG project, referring to the topic and objectives, the challenges that are tackled and types of solutions that are tested, as well as the (intermediate or final) results that were achieved. Also indicate how the project idea came up and how the project partners’ complementary knowledge has been used in the project.  
   *(3000 character(s) maximum)*

2. Do you have any relevant experiences from your OG that are related to any of sessions on Day 1 and/or Day 2 of the conference? If so, please describe them, referring to a maximum of three topics.  
   *(700 character(s) maximum)*

3. If possible, would you be interested in showcasing your project in the exhibition area of the conference? If so, what aspects or results from your OG would you like to showcase and share, and how do you propose to exhibit them?  
   *(700 character(s) maximum)*

4. Please describe what is or was your role in the OG project  
   *(400 character(s) maximum)*

5. What is your motivation to participate in the conference? Do you have any ideas for future collaborations with other projects, or to start a new OG project?  
   *(500 character(s) maximum)*

Section below (Q 1-5) is only for applicants who do not represent an Operational Group:

Please consider the conference draft agenda (available on the event webpage) in answering the following questions. Please be as concrete as possible.

1. Do you have relevant experiences that are related to any of the sessions on Day 1 and/or Day 2? If so, please describe them, referring to a maximum of three topics.  
   *(700 character(s) maximum)*

2. If possible, would you be interested in having a stand in the exhibition area of the
conference? If so, what would you like to exhibit there, and how would you exhibit this? (700 character(s) maximum)

3. Do you represent any organisation, initiative of project that is relevant to any of the issues at stake at the conference? If so, can you please briefly describe it and explain why? (300 character(s) maximum)

4. What is your motivation to participate in the conference? Do you have any ideas for future collaborations with (other) projects, or to start a project? (500 character(s) maximum)

**Travel and accommodation arrangements**

*Section below is only for applicants who are representing an Operational Group:*

- Can you, your project or your organisation cover your travel and accommodation expenses?
  - Yes - Please do not make any reservations until you have received a confirmation that your application was successful.
  - Yes, but only for one applicant – Only applicable if two applicants have been included in the application representing an Operational Group
  - No

  *If you will be selected to participate in the conference and you cannot cover travel and accommodation, the EC – DG AGRI may consider providing travel and/or accommodation for you.

*Section below is only for applicants who do not represent an Operational Group:*

- Can you, your project or your organisation cover your travel and accommodation expenses?
  - Yes
  - No

**GDPR**

The EU CAP Network will use the information you provide on this form to get in touch with you concerning this event and/or topic. Please tick this box to confirm that you would like to hear from us through email. You can change your mind at any time by contacting us at innovation- knowledge@eucapnetwork.eu.

I confirm that I have read the privacy statement and agree to its terms.